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a b s t r a c t

Nowadays, stock market is becoming a popular investment platform for both institutional and individual
investors. The current financial information systems serve to provide latest information. However, they
lack sophisticated analytical tools. This paper proposes a new architecture for financial information sys-
tems. The developed prototype is entitled as the Multi-level and Interactive Stock Market Investment Sys-
tem (MISMIS). It is specially designed for investors to build their financial models to forecast stock price
and index. The performance of the financial models can be evaluated on a virtual trading platform. There
are other features in MISMIS that are tailor-made to handle financial data; these include synchronized
time frame, time series prediction techniques, preprocessing and transformation functions, multi-level
modeling and interactive user interface. To illustrate the capability of MISMIS, we have evaluated strat-
egies of trading the future options of Hang Seng Index (HSI). We find that historical HSI, Dow Jones Index,
property price index, retailing sales figure, prime lending rate, and consumer price index in Hong Kong
are essential factors affecting the performance of the trading of HSI’s future option. Also there are some
feedbacks from the in-depth interviews of six financial consultant upon how they perceived the proto-
type MISMIS.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction This paper describes the prototype of a Multi-level and Interac-
In the stock market, many investors attempt to earn extra gain
or to protect their savings from shrinking due to inflation. How-
ever, the existing financial information systems (FIS) are too much
focusing on dissemination of information such as financial news or
latest stock value. They may equip with simple stock trading heu-
ristics. For example, a buy signal is horned if the curve of the 7-days
moving average crosses and is above the 50-days moving average.
They are indeed lack of analytical tools to do sophisticated analy-
ses. Nowadays, some statistical tools such as Clementine have
armed with advanced techniques particularly on time series fore-
casting such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
and artificial neural network. Nevertheless, they provide a platform
for general applications and do not have a specific financial do-
main. For example, they do not provide adequate support on virtual
trading environment for investors to try out their trading strate-
gies. In order to facilitate investors for their decision making in
stock trading, this paper proposes a new architecture of FIS which
integrates the advanced time series forecasting techniques with a
virtual trading platform under a GUI environment. This develop-
ment would fit into the trend of using advanced techniques such
as data mining method and knowledge-based decision supporting
tool to predict or evaluate business performance [32,33,35].
ll rights reserved.
tive Stock Market Investment System (MISMIS) which combines
different area – financial economics, prediction techniques, and
dynamical systems theory, in handling financial data. MISMIS en-
ables investors to build their prediction models interactively by
dragging various pre-defined functions. The prediction outcomes
can also be fed into another prediction model as input. Let us
say, the Hang Seng Index can be predicted by feeding the predic-
tion outcomes of those composite stock prices. It may result in hav-
ing a model that produces more reliable predictions. The prediction
will subsequently be fitted into a trading strategy and be evaluated
on a virtual trading platform. Performance metrics will be reported
to users who would adjust the model parameters for further
enhancement on the prediction model. Hence, MISMIS assists on
the decision making of an investor in the stock trading. This proto-
type MISMIS has also been evaluated by some consultants in finan-
cial investment. They found this prototype once being launched
would be much welcome by most individual investors.

The presentation of this paper is as follows. We first describe
the theoretical base of financial forecasting. There is a section to
elaborate on the system feature of MISMIS, then followed by a
case study of the stock market in Hong Kong. In the case study,
we would explore the underlying factors that have significant
influence on the prediction of Hang Seng Index and compare dif-
ferent models on their performance of trading HSI’s future option.
Also there is a section on how investment consultant feedback to
this prototype. In the final section, we discuss the limitations of
MISMIS and conclude this paper.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2010.04.009
mailto:msvcho@polyu.edu.hk
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09507051
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
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2. Related framework for financial forecasting

This section reviews on the fundamentals of why predicting
financial marketing is sensible. According to Fama [12], an ‘effi-
cient’ market, securities will be appropriately priced upon all avail-
able information. If a market is efficient, no information or analysis
can be expected to result in outperformance of an appropriate
benchmark. Fama believed that an ‘efficient’ market is defined as
a market where there are large numbers of rational, profit-maxi-
mizers actively competing, with each trying to predict future mar-
ket values of individual securities, and where important current
information is almost freely available to all participants. In other
words, in an efficient market at any point in time the actual price
of a security will be a good estimate of its intrinsic value. Most
importantly, Efficient Market Hypothesis [12] states that at any gi-
ven time, security prices fully reflect all available information. It
implies that stock price value could be calculated by suitable indic-
tors. Thus prediction of stock market only makes sense if the mar-
ket is an efficient one. In this regard, building a financial
information system would help investors in their decision making.

For a less efficient market, we will usually find a delay in re-
sponse to the market information, but still will be settled in a long-
er term perspective. Ritchie [26], based on fundamental analysis,
designed to assess important economic, political, and social
dynamics as well as company data, and suggested their potential
impact on the capital markets and security values. This approach
attempts to determine the expected return of an investment given
a certain amount of financial risk including purchasing power risk,
interest rate risk and business risk. It involves an in-depth study of
the economy and its implications for industries and companies,
valuation of security based on its future earning power and divi-
dend paying expectations utilizing the valuation approaches. Both
qualitative and quantitative (financial statements including the in-
come statement and balance sheet) information and analyses are
used for stock value estimation. The derived value of the stock is
then compared with its current market value to determine
whether to invest on this stock or not. In brief, fundamental anal-
ysis is suitable for long term forecasting and analysis. It could be
used to predict the overall trend of movement in future.

Along with the short term movement, Murphy [23] attempted
to study the market action primarily through the use of charts.
The technical approach is based on three assumptions: market ac-
tion discounts everything; prices move in trend; and history re-
peats itself. The types of chart available include daily bar chart,
long range weekly and monthly chart, shorter term intra-day chart,
major reversal patterns like the head and shoulders pattern and
the double top or bottom, moving averages, oscillators and con-
trary opinion, point and figure chart, etc. In short, technical analy-
sis is mainly for short term forecasting while fundamental analysis
is for long term prediction. The prototype MISMIS can handle both
short term and long term depending on what data the user input
into the system and the time frame for his/her prediction. For short
term forecasting, a user may use the past historical stock price to
predict the future stock price using Autoregressive Integrated Mov-
ing Average (ARIMA) or artificial neural network (ANN). For long
term prospective, a user may predict the stock index movement
by considering the underlying fundamental economic data using
regression or ANN.
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Fig. 1. The architectural diagram of MISMIS.
3. The prototype – MISMIS

We propose a prototype of the Multi-level and Interactive Stock
Market Investment System (MISMIS) which can provide both flex-
ibility and interactivity to formulate a prediction model on time
series data. Its interface looks like Clementine which is an ad-
vanced module of SPSS and user can build their prediction model
by putting different functional blocks together.

As shown in Fig. 1, the MISMIS have seven essential features,
namely specific transformation functions, multi-level modeling,
flexible time frame alignment, sophisticated tools for financial pre-
diction, virtual trading environment, tabulated and graphical out-
puts, and interactive user interface. The following sections
describe these features in details.
3.1. Data and time frame specification

For the processing, all data are time-stamped and synchronized.
The user can specify the time unit, e.g. 10 min, 1 h, 1 day, 1 week or
1 month for the synchronization of various time series data. Data
with time-stamp in a longer period are interpolated according to
some pre-defined functions. For instance, if a user wants to predict
the closing Hang Seng Index of tomorrow, the time unit for this
application is in terms of days, the other time series data are syn-
chronized according to this time unit. Let us say, the interest rate,
once unchanged within a period of half a year, is interpolated to be
the same value at different time points within the period. On the
other hand, if the user wants to analyze the short term fluctuation
in the stock market, for example the movement of stock price for
every 10 min, then the time unit for this application is measured
in 10-min and every time series data is synchronized according
to this time unit.
3.2. Specific transformation function for financial data preprocessing

Transformation functions, which are specifically for economic
data manipulation, such as logarithm or time lag, are developed
in MISMIS for handling the financial data. The followings highlight
those essential transformation functions.

Log – logarithm function is available for some models that have
errors proportional to variables, or for transforming a multiplica-
tive model to an additive model. It also applies to data with long
term exponential trend. For examples, log(liquidity) is used for
economic indicator forecasting [8].

Difference – the difference of the previous value at time (t–k)
with respect to the current value at time (t). This is used for making
a time series to become stationary. Non-stationary time series
(variance depends on time) often cause problems in prediction.
Differencing is a common method to solve such kind of problems.
For example, change in the monthly average of the spot price of
crude oil per barrel, which is a stationary time series, is measured
by differencing the monthly average of spot prices [21]. These
changes of monthly average are helpful to predict the trend of
the economic movement.
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Normalization – some financial data have a big difference in
scale. For example, Hang Seng Index (HSI) ranges from 17,000 to
31,000 while deposit rate ranges from 0.00 to 0.05. If these data
used directly, the indicators with large value, e.g. HSI, may domi-
nate the prediction. Usually these data need to be normalized in
same scale before analysis so as to have the same weighting for
forecasting. All value will be in a range of 0–1 after normalization.
It helps to analyze the relative importance of various indicators.
The normalization is formulated as follows:

Xnormalized ¼
ðXi � XminÞ
ðXmax � XminÞ

Time lagging – the time series is shifted backward/forward in time
frame. Time lagging is mainly used for leading indicators and lag-
ging indicators, which they either signal future events or follow past
events. To adjust the time point that these data are referring in a
model, time shifting is a necessary step in data preparation. For in-
stance, money supply (M2) is commonly considered as a leading
indicator of economy [28]. The parameter for the time lag can be
controlled by double click the lag icon and the user can set the
parameter (the number of time unit to be shifted) in a pre-defined
dialogue.

Percentage change – for financial analysis, the percentage of
change is much more important than the real value. In order to
compare the relative fluctuation of stock markets, percentage
change is a good indicator for comparison. For instance, the daily
percentage change of Dow Jones Index on 31 January 2007 was
0.78%. This value would have an impact on other stock markets
and as a result, the percentage change of Hang Seng Index would
be speculated to be of similar order on 1 February 2007. The per-
centage change formula is as follows:

DX ¼ ðXt � Xt�1Þ
Xt�1
3.3. Advanced prediction techniques

There is a growing evidence that macroeconomic series such as
money flow contain non-linearities [5] but linear models such as
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [6] and regres-
sion are still widely used as they provide higher explanation power
and are statistical reliable. ARIMA models are used for homosked-
astic stationary series. It is assumed that the expected value of
squared errors is the same across the entire series. This assumption
is called homoskedasticity. However, most of financial series do
not meet this assumption, the expected values of squared errors
may be larger at some ranges than others, and this is called heter-
oskedasticity. Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity
(ARCH) [11] and Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heter-
oskedasticity (GARCH) are applicable to heteroskedastic series
with high volatilities. In the other vein, neural network models
can be used to solve non-linear problems.

In contrast to traditional statistical methods, which are usually
linear-based, artificial neural networks (ANNs) cater for non-linear
systems. They are computing techniques that were inspired by the
function of nerve cells in a brain. These networks are composed of
many parallel, interconnected computing units. Each of these units
performs a few simple operations and communicates the results to
its neighbouring units. ANNs are also very effective in learning
cases that contain noisy, incomplete or even contradictory data.
The ability to learn and the capability to handle imprecise data
make ANNs very suitable for handling financial and business infor-
mation. However, a main limitation of ANNs is that they lack
explanatory capabilities. ANNs do not provide users with reasons
how particular conclusions are deducted. Past studies favor neural
network in the sense it gives slightly better prediction accuracy
[14,18]. Moreover, increasingly people believe that finance market
price movement is highly non-linear and dynamic [1,4,7]. Hence,
the MISMIS encloses the above essential techniques.

Parameter estimates: for each prediction technique, there is a
pre-defined dialogue for user to specify their ways for estimating
parameters. For instance, coefficients of a regression model can
be estimated by various techniques, like least square method, max-
imum likelihood, Monte Carlo simulation, etc. On the other hand,
the parameters in the ARMIA time series model are estimated
using the following algorithm as highlighted in Fig. 2.

3.4. Evaluation and output presentation

A user can plot the predicted outcome graphically and can eval-
uate the prediction results using the following evaluation matrices.

Accuracy function: the prediction accuracy on both the training
and testing data will be reported. Among the error functions, the
most common ones are root mean square error (RMSE) and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) [13,pp. 13–14].
RMSE is defined asffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiq
 MAPE is defined asP

RMSE ¼

P
e2

t
n

MAPE ¼ jet j=Yt

n

where et is the forecast error in the time period t; Yt is the actual va-
lue in time period t; and n is the number of forecast observations in
the estimation period.

Prediction power is one of important issues that should be con-
sidered in the model building process. In common, a prediction
model is evaluated using the testing data. Once the testing result
is not satisfactory, the model would be fine-tuned with different
training heuristics. The process is iterative until a satisfactory mod-
el is built. Other than simply dividing data into two static portions,
Jackknife or Window Shifting techniques may also be available in
MISMIS for model training and testing. Different prediction models
are generated in which each trial uses different portions of data for
testing. In MISMIS, a user can easily reiterate the process by adjust-
ing the training and testing data set; changing the prediction algo-
rithm or adding/dropping factors for prediction. As a result, a user
can understand which factors, algorithms or training timeframe
would generate a more reliable prediction.

The graphical output functions: the predicted results and the col-
lected data can be plotted graphically. This would give users a vi-
sual outcome on how the prediction performs. Even without
doing any forecasting, a user can plot the charts based on the data
collected for some preliminary analysis. For examples, head and
shoulder pattern and the double tops or bottoms are meaningful
pattern to technical analysts but these patterns are not easily ana-
lyzed by quantitative models. In MISMIS, there are other technical
charts such as moving averages, oscillators and contrary opinion,
point and figure chart that are useful for preliminary study.

3.5. Multi-level modelling

Different prediction models can be combined by either aggre-
gating them together or making a consensus judgement. The con-
sensus function enables the users to specify how to come up with a
final agreement from different predictions of a variable. On the
other hand, the predictions of several different variables would
also be used to formulate the value of another variable, e.g. a user
may like to predict the Hang Seng Index by aggregating the predic-
tions of its composite stock prices.

Aggregated function – the derived outputs of different prediction
models can be aggregated to produce an output. For instance,



For p, d, q, sp, sd, and sq each = 0 to 2
Do 
   Execute ARIMA with the set parameters. 
   Record the parameters and the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). 
Until all possible combinations are tried. 
Report the parameters that produce the least AIC. 

Fig. 2. Algorithm of finding ARIMA parameters.
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when making the prediction of Hang Seng Index (HSI), it would be
estimated by the weighted average of the composite indices.

Consensus function – when there are several predictions on HSI,
e.g. a user applies different techniques to predict HSI, it is better to
have a consensus among different predictions. This function is
available in MISMIS and the mechanism behind is using regression,
or using neural network with reinforcement technique. For the
regression, we propose a combining model as follows:

fcombine ¼
Xk

i¼1

wifi

where wi is the weight assigned to classification method i,Pk
i¼1wi ¼ 1. We would like to determine the weighting scheme

based on the information from the training phase. Under this strat-
egy, the relative contribution of a forecasting method to the final
score depends on its forecasting performance in the training phase.
Conceptually, a well-performed method should be given a larger
weight than its alternatives. In the case study, we adopt the weight-
ing scheme as follows:

xi ¼
aiPk
i¼1ai

where ai is the performance constructed by forecasting method i.
Experiments usually support that the combined method performs
best among all the forecasting methods [17].
3.6. Virtual market trading

Referring to other studies on stock forecasting [3], the MISMIS
allows traders to evaluate their trading strategies. The virtual trad-
ing is built by simulating a stock market. In our case study, we
maintain the daily opening and closing HSI and stock prices of
those blue chips in the Hong Kong exchange market. In the simu-
lated market, a user can perform a virtual trading on the HSI’s fu-
ture option as well as the blue chips in Hong Kong stock market.

The stock market simulator will take into account for transac-
tion cost that has a minimum charge of HK$500 or a variable of
0.1% on transaction amount for the option trading, and has a min-
imum charge of HK$100 or 0.25% on the transaction amount
(which ever the higher) for the stock trading. We do not explicitly
consider taxes as Hong Kong do not imposed investment gain tax.

Each simulation starts with HK$100,000 cash (the absolute va-
lue of the investment is relevant, due to the presence of a mini-
mum charge in transaction costs). The performance of a trading
strategy is assessed using Sharpe ratio (S), which is a direct mea-
sure of reward-to-risk [3,30] and is commonly defined as

SðxÞ ¼ rx � rb

rx

where x is some investment, rx is the average rate of return of x, rb is
the best available rate of return of a benchmark portfolio or security
(right now it is set to be 3% annualized which is the average of inter-
est rate for one year deposit in Hong Kong during the period of
2004–2005) and rx is the standard deviation of rx. Other than the
Sharpe ratio, the annualized return rx will also be shown in the out-
put of the virtual trading.
3.7. Intuitive user interface

The interface for MISMIS, as shown in Fig. 3, is using Graphical
User Interface (GUI), the users can drag and drop the functional
icons to formulate their models. This is done by dragging the pre-
processing functions on the financial data fields. The transformed
data are subsequently fitted into some sophisticated prediction
tools. The predictions are displayed in tables and graphs.
4. A case study on trading the future options of HSI

In order to demonstrate how MISMIS can facilitate investors for
their financial analyses, we have conducted a case study on the
Hang Seng Index (HSI) in the stock market of Hong Kong. We have
collected data on Hang Seng Indices; local banking index such as
prime lending rate; local economic index including gross domestic
production (GDP), retail sales, property price index, unemployment
rate, and consumer price index (CPI); global economic factors like
gold price, crude oil price and foreign exchange rate; and Dow
Jones Industrial index (DJI). DJI was collected as Hong Kong econ-
omies are strongly affected by USA which is the major exporter
of Hong Kong products. Moreover, Sarno and Valente [29] have
studied the intrinsic relationship among stock markets and pro-
posed a non-linear model among them. We considered an index
in place of a single stock to avoid (or to average out) the impact
of company-specific news which only affect particular stocks.

The sources of data mainly came from DataStream, Reuters, and
the HK government statistics published in the census and statistics
department. The data set were in the period from 3 January 2003 to
31 December 2007. The data specification is described in Appendix
A. Five years of data were collected as more data may not be able to
deduce any further improvement due to the time series recency ef-
fect. Walczak [34] found that two years data is best for forecasting
exchange rate or stock price. More years of data may not make the
prediction more accurate. The collected data were loaded into MIS-
MIS for the prediction model building. In this case study using MIS-
MIS, we used data from 3 January 2003 to 31 December 2006 as the
training period and 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2007 as the
testing period.
4.1. Data Preprocessing

According to many financial data analysis such as Rogers [28] or
Mateus [21], we need to perform some preprocessing before feed-
ing into the system. Raw data are usually recorded in different
time-frames (daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly), different
magnitudes (percentage of change, value of change, real price va-
lue, nominal price value), and different scales. For example, sales
of the same product in different countries may be recorded in dif-
ferent currencies and different time-frames. In order to reach data
consistence which would facilitate a more interpretable analysis,
data reconciliation was conducted. For some data mining models,



Fig. 3. The interface of MISMIS.
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such as neural networks, normalization to scale between �1 and 1
is usually required.

The time unit of this case study was in terms of days. For those
spot data, say stock price and crude oil price, changes in every min-
ute, closing value was recorded. On the grounds that some eco-
nomic data were released monthly or quarterly, their daily
values were the same within the whole period. For example, CPI,
released quarterly by the Hong Kong government, would be of
the same value for the whole quarter. In other words, CPI value
in the first quarter of year 2003 was �2.0, thus all the CPI values
from 1 January 2003 to 31 March 2003 were �2.0.
4.2. Building a financial forecasting model using MISMIS

For a more comprehensive analysis on HSI, we utilized different
prediction techniques embedded in MISMIS. First, we modeled and
predicted HSI using ARIMA, ANN and regression respectively.
Those potential underlying factors were also included in the mod-
eling. Second, we consolidated all the results from ARIMA, ANN
and regression together and formulated a consensus prediction.
4.3. Forecasting of HSI using ARIMA, ANN or regression

The HSI was fed into the seasonal ARIMA function to predict the
closing price of the next day. In many stock markets, there are
some periodical effects [2,27]. Rogalski and Tinic [27] believed that
stock prices will be dropped near the end of a year and will be re-
bounded back in January (January Effect) of the next year. On the
other hand, Jaffe and Westerfiled [19] stated that there is a ten-
dency of stock prices to fall over the weekend. These effects may
be addressed by the seasonal ARIMA as available in MISMIS.
To formulate an ARIMA model in MISMIS, we simply dragged the
ARIMA icon to the workspace over the Data icon. An arrow was auto-
matically added to link between the Data icon and ARIMA icon. The
options of ARIMA model was set by double click the ARIMA icon. A
dialog box appeared for the specification of dependent and indepen-
dent variables. We applied a lagging function to DJI before making it
to be an independent variable. Besides DJI, we also included other
economic data like prime lending rate, CPI, exchange rate, unem-
ployment rate, retail sales and oil price so as to make the prediction
more reliable and accurate. Afterwards, the essential parameters of
ARIMA such as p, d, q, sp, sd, and sq were specified using the optimiz-
ing algorithm as described in Fig. 2. This optimizing algorithm at-
tempts to minimize the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) – an
indicator for the information value of a model in order to determine
the parameters. Based on the data in the training period (3 January
2003 to 31 December 2006), we find the optimal parameters are
p = 0, d = 0, q = 2, sp = 1, sd = 0, sq = 1 and the coefficients of our AR-
IMA model are presented in Table 1.

We have also fed HSI into the neural network by dragging the
ANN icon into the prediction model. In order to be comparable
with the result from ARIMA, the same underlying factors were
inputted into the ANN model. Beforehand, data were normalized
to a value between 0 and 1 by using MISMIS built-in transforma-
tion function. Neural Network was then applied to the transformed
data. The result, as figured out in Table 1, showed the weighting
which indicates the importance of different factors affecting the
movement of HSI. Similarly factors (DJI, prime lending rate, CPI, ex-
change rate, unemployment rate, retail sales and oil price) were fit-
ted into the regression function in MISMIS for comparison; the
estimated coefficients are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, we have bolded the significant coefficients in both
ARIMA and regression model and the weightings that are relatively



Table 1
Estimates of the prediction models (ARIMA, ANN, regression).

ARIMA ANN Regression
Coefficient
estimates

Relative
importance

Coefficient
estimates

Constant �3491.974** �643.6**

MA1 �1.018***

MA2 �0.494***

Seasonal AR1 0.790***

Seasonal MA1 0.237***

lag1_HSI 0.836069 0.942***

lag1_DJI 0.766*** 0.0746794 0.0603***

Property price
index

52.136*** 0.195885 4.48

Retailing sales 10.741* 0.137019 0.261
Prime lending

rate
931.289*** 0.107814 65.801***

CPI in Hong Kong -214.214*** 0.0832492 -17.304
Gold price �0.441 0.0565497 0.677
Crude oil price �1.208 0.0558185 �2.133
Unemployment

rate
29.166 0.0550763 0.003

Euro exchange
rate

68.821 0.055073 �8.87

JPY exchange
rate

17,426.075 0.0511798 0.003

GDP in HK 0.000 0.0173758 0.0004

* For p < 0.05.
** For p < 0.01.
*** For p < 0.001.
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important in the ANN model. From the pattern, it is shown that
historical HSI, Dow Jones Index, property price index, retailing
sales figure, prime lending rate, and CPI in Hong Kong are essential
factors affecting HSI. In contrast, the less important factor would be
the GDP in Hong Kong.

On the other hand, the predicted HSI was further evaluated in
terms of its accuracy and its performance in a virtual trading.
The related model was formed by dragging the two icons: accuracy
and virtual trading to the icon of ARIMA as shown in Fig. 4. The
trained model was then fitted into the testing data and the result
of accuracy is shown in Table 2. In the virtual trading, we have
specified the trading rules as follows:

(HSIforecasting model,t � HSIt1) > 0.8% * HSIt1 then call HSI option at
the beginning of the trading day t and settle the option at the
end of the trading day.
 
Forecasting  

Method 
e.g. ANN 

Data Set 

Accuracy 

Virtual  

trading 

Fig. 4. Forecasting using MISMIS.

Table 2
Performance of the ARIMA model.

ARIMA ANN

Training Testing Training

MAPE 1.43 1.00 1.28
RMSE 242.3 156.7 244.1
Annualized return (%) 59.9 19.6 56.9
Sharp ratio 0.898 3.616 1.081

The lowest MAPE and RMSE and the highest Sharp ratio are bolded.
(HSIforecasting model,t � HSIt1) < �0.8% * HSIt1 then put HSI option
at the beginning of the trading day t and settle the option at
the end of the trading day.
�0.8% 6 (HSIforecasting model,t � HSIt1) 6 0.8% * HSIt1 then no
action.

This trading strategy was applied to the prediction models for
evaluating their financial performance. In terms of the transaction
fee, there is a parameter which allows the user to specify. Here we
used $500 for a transaction. For a trading to be settled, two trans-
actions (buy and sell or vice versa) are involved and the total trans-
action fee is $500 * 2 = $1000. As our models were on daily
forecasts of HSI, for simplicity, the settlement of a call/put option
need to be completed in the same day. We assumed a trader would
put or call in the morning using the opening index and settle the
transaction using the closing index in the same day. The financial
return will be the product of HK$50 times the difference between
the closing and opening indices. Whether it is a gain or loss is
determined by the correctness of prediction direction. In the mean
time, the transaction fee was taken into account. The performance
outputs of the virtual trading in terms of the annualized returns
and Sharpe ratios are shown in Table 2.
4.4. Consensus prediction of HSI

In order to make a more reliable prediction, the prediction out-
comes from ARIMA, ANN and regression were combined together
to form a consensus prediction. The consensus model, which was
based on regression, is shown in Fig. 5 and the results are shown
in Table 3. Table 2 also indicates the performance results when fit-
ted into our virtual trading platform.

With respect to prediction accuracy in terms of MAPE and
RMSE, ARIMA and regression are more out-performed. Conse-
quently, as indicated in Table 3, our consensus model is highly
dependent on these two predictions. Our result shows that the
consensus model has higher accuracy (with lower RMSE) than
other models. For the financial performance in the virtual trading,
the annualized returns of the ARIMA model are the highest for both
the training and the testing data. By considering the risk factor, the
ARIMA model, with its high Sharpe ratio for the testing period, is a
good predictor. Our consensus model comes in the second place
and is higher than that of ANN and regression model for the testing
period.

With this case study on the HSI, we show that MISMIS facilitates
users to build their models with specialized preprocessing trans-
formation, sophisticated techniques for financial prediction, and
interactive and multi-level modeling environment. Users can inter-
actively fit data with different models as well as their consensus for
comparison in a single platform. Once this prototype is web-based
enabled and is attached to some kind of e-banking facilities, we ex-
pect it will be over-whelming and be well-received by the public.

On the other hand, MISMIS can support the concept of shifting
window and allows users to train the model recursively on a shift-
ing time frame which is very important for financial forecasting as
the financial market is very volatile. The trained model would be
Regression Consensus

Testing Training Testing Training Testing

2.87 1.07 0.90 1.06 0.92
433.0 195.9 147.4 191.7 147.3

4.4 9.0 5.2 27.1 5.1
0.143 0.691 0.127 0.781 0.392
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Fig. 5. Modeling for the consensus making.

Table 3
Consensus prediction.

Coeff.

Constant �46.32
Prediction by ARIMA 0.217***

Prediction by regression 0.752***

Prediction by NN 0.034

*** p < 0.001
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more relevant as the training data is more up-to-date. The chal-
lenge for the shifting window scheme is on the analysis of these
underlying factors. In each trial of a training time frame, it may
come out of a model with several significant factors which would
be different for different trails. Hence, it is more difficult to analyze
which underlying factors are important to the prediction of HSI.
5. Evaluation feedbacks

The prototype MISMIS was separately presented to 6 invest-
ment consultants who are working in large financial institutes
involving stock trading and portfolio management in June 2008.
A small sample size was appropriate in this stance given the preli-
minary nature of the system [10,16]. That is, the focus of the eval-
uation was not on its general usability but on its design and
possible enhancement. This should also enable us to make sense
beyond its design issues [22]. The interviews were not rigidly
structured, that is a flexible approach was adopted when asking
respondents questions. In this way, issues which arose during the
interview could be explored in depth and respondents were
encouraged to elaborate in order to enhance the richness of their
answers [24,31]. After a brief description of the research project,
each interviewee was asked about the following two issues.

(1) After seeing the demo of the MISMIS, what are their percep-
tions on the usefulness and ease of use of this package? Will
they adopt this package in their workplace?

(2) Will there be any possible enhancement on the MISMIS?

Through the in-depth interviews, with each one around an hour,
they all (six of them) agreed that MISMIS would be very useful to
most individual investors. Four consultants also agreed that this
package is easy to use. In terms of adopting this package in their
workplace, while three consultants recommended that its launch-
ing would be through an e-banking platform, the other three con-
sultants suggested a pilot trial within their firms. In the current
situation of Hong Kong, most individual investors trades their
stocks in banks, which offer an integrated service of deposits, equi-
ty management and mortgages. Four of them perceived the most
important barrier coming from the know-how of those sophisti-
cated techniques. These four consultants said that they do not
understand the prediction mechanism behind MISMIS. Thus, they
suggested strengthening the MISMIS by adding more sample appli-
cations (e.g. trading of stocks, options, and warrants), a compre-
hensive on-line help facility, and some on-line training for those
individual investors who are usually laymen on ARIMA, regression
and neural network. Three respondents perceived some other prac-
tical difficulties while a bank launches the MISMIS. The database of
the financial data will be a huge one and may not be easily main-
tainable. Two consultants puzzled that this application may gener-
ate a lot of Internet traffic and may demand for some intensive
computing power in the servers of a bank. Nevertheless, they all
(six of them) thought that it would a good move even a bank just
put MISMIS on a trial basis for some selected customers.
6. Limitations

The MISMIS is still bound to some limitations. First, textual data
is ignored in this system. Qualitative data, says company’s new
strategy and the quit of CEO, cannot be easily converted into quan-
titative format. Second, the investment environment is also ig-
nored. Investment atmosphere may be affected so easily and
changed in various period of time. For instance, atmosphere be-
comes tense during at war, president voting period, Severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreaks, etc. Last but not the least,
there are many different types of data mining method could be ap-
plied to financial forecasting such as genetic algorithm [15,25],
support vector machine (SVM) [17] and adaptive reinforcement
learning [9]. Kuo et al. [20] developed a genetic algorithm based
fuzzy neural network to combine both qualitative data and quan-
titative data for stock market prediction. Dempster and Leemans
[9] introduced adoptive reinforcement learning for a fully auto-
mated foreign exchange trading system.
7. Conclusion

By integrating several approaches from literature in handling
financial data, a prototype of Multi-level and Interactive Stock
Market Investment System (MISMIS) is developed. The system al-
lows investors to build their prediction models level by level. Pre-
diction outcomes from a model can be fed into another prediction
model as input for a multi-level prediction. This approach is best
suited to build a model that is complicated. The interactivity of
the MISMIS enables users to know the prediction instantly. While
building a complicated model using traditional approaches, it is
very difficult to link up input and output variables. Moreover a
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complicated model is very difficult to diagnose when the predic-
tion outcome is not satisfactory. By applying a multilevel and inter-
active approach, the complicated model can be broken down into
some sub-models, which are much easy to analyze and the predic-
tion model can be readjusted instantly. Finally, our virtual trading
platform facilitates users to evaluate different trading strategies
which are based on the predicted outcomes of stocks or stock mar-
ket indices.

In a case study on the option trading of Hong Kong Hang Seng
Index, we have identified that historical HSI, Dow Jones Index,
property price index, retailing sales figure, prime lending rate,
and CPI in Hong Kong are essential factors affecting HSI. In con-
trast, the less important factor would be the GDP in Hong Kong.

Upon our in-depth interviews with six financial consultants,
they all agreed that MISMIS is a very useful decision support sys-
tem for stock market investment. It would be further enhanced
when the help facilities and on-line training with sample applica-
tions are developed. It is a good move if a bank would launch this
as part of its e-banking services for some selected customers.
Appendix A. Details of selected data

This appendix lists out the details of data such as attributes,
sources and their symbols used in the database.
A.1. Global financial factor

Gold: the daily closing value of Gold Bullion price $US/Troy
Ounce. Source: DataStream.

Crude: the daily closing value of brent crude oil price of current
day, fob U$/BBL. Source: DataStream.

EUR: the daily closing value of exchange rate of HK dollar
against Euro dollar. Source: DataStream.

JPY: the daily closing value of exchange rate of HK dollar against
Japan Yen. Source: DataStream.

DJI: the daily closing value of Dow Jones Industrials price index.
Source: DataStream.
A.2. Local economic data

GDP: Year-on-year rate of change in real terms (%) of HK gross
domestic product. Source: HK Census & Statistics Department.

Retail sales: Year-on-year rate of change in real terms (%) of HK
retail sales. Source: HK Census & Statistics Department.

Property price index: Price and rental movements of private
sector property (% change during the period) of HK residential
price. Source: HK Census & Statistics Department.

Unemployment rate: Seasonally adjusted unemployment rate
(%). Source: HK Census & Statistics Department.

CPI: Year-on-year rate of change (%) of HK composite consumer
price index. CPI also represents the local inflation rate. Source: HK
Census & Statistics Department.

Prime: local annually prime lending rate. Source: DataStream.
A.3. Hang Seng Index

^HSI: the daily closing value of Hang Seng Index. Source: Data-
Stream and HSI service Ltd.
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